In the foregoing sections of this essay I have described in some detail the more common varieties of new growth that are likely to occur in the mediastinum, and it now remains to sum up what has been written by making a few remarks upon diagnosis and treatment.
( Concluded from p. 177.) Diagnosis and Treatment.
In the foregoing sections of this essay I have described in some detail the more common varieties of new growth that are likely to occur in the mediastinum, and it now remains to sum up what has been written by making a few remarks upon diagnosis and treatment.
In the diagnosis of mediastinal tumours, as I have already pointed out, nothing helps us more than an intimate knowledge of their pathological anatomy. In the detection of solid growths within the chest the careful study of the pathological anatomy is quite as important as the determination of the physical signs; and it is to the demonstration of the assistance afforded us by the study and investigation of the former, rather than of the latter, that I mean chiefly to address myself in the remarks upon diagnosis. As the physical signs are the direct result of the anatomical changes produced, it naturally follows that, given an intimate knowledge of these changes, the physical signs can be thoroughly understood and, to a certain extent, anticipated. I shall, therefore, not deal with the physical signs per se, but with the physical changes in structure giving rise to them.
The establishment of the diagnosis of intra-thoracic solid tumours naturally resolves itself into two parts?
(1) The determination of the presence of a solid tumour in the chest;
(2) The determination of the variety of tumour which is present.
In the first place, the solid tumour has to be distinguished 
